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For a system consisting of a quantum and a classical subsystem, an equation of the Liouville
type is obtained starting with the density matrix equation. The validity condition and the transformation properties of this quantum-classical equation as well as the application of the adiabatic
approximation and the perturbation theory within the frame of this equation are discussed. Some
general expressions are obtained for the probability of the transition between the quasi-equilibrium states of the system.
Special attention is given to the electron-nuclei system, as the general formalism was developed
first of all in order to obtain a foundation for the theoretical analysis of elementary processes in
liquids. A n example is given to demonstrate that the quantum-classical approach in the range
of its validity gives the same result as the corresponding quantum solution. It is also shown that
both the cases of weak and strong interaction (leading to the transition) can be described by the
quantum-classical equation in question.
I. Introduction
The general way to describe the evolution of a
quantum system is to solve the equation for the
density matrix g = g (t) [1]
g = (ilh)[g,H]

(1)

with the initial condition
e(0) = eo-

(2)

H is the quantum Hamiltonian. In this paper we
discuss the reduction of (1) for a system consisting
of a quantum (I) and a classical (II) subsystem.
There are many examples of such quantum-classical systems, especially in molecular physics.
Indeed, for the molecules it is necessary to consider the electrons according to quantum theory,
but the nuclear motion can often be described
classically.
It is known how to make use of the classical
properties of the subsystem II within the trajectory
(half-classical) approximation [2, 3] and for the pure
adiabatic [4] evolution. But both approximations
do not take the mutual influence of the classical
motion and the quantum transitions into account.
Therefore they do not permit to discuss some
very important chemical processes, such as transitions depending on nonadiabatic effects.
Reprint requests to Prof. I. V . Aleksandrov, Institute of
Chemical Physics, Academy of Sciences, Vorob'evskoe
shosse 2 b, 117334 Moskau V-334, U D S S R .

In this paper a general consideration of the
quantum-classical system is given; the approximations mentioned above are some limiting cases
of our treatment.
II. Quantum — Classical Discription
Let us start with the quantum description of
both subsystems I and II. Any interaction known
in atomic and molecular physics and, therefore, any
reasonable observable Q can be represented by the
expression
Q=2Fm<f>~m,
m

(3)

where the operators <f)m and Fm act on the coordinates £ of the subsystem I and the coordinates q
of the subsystem II, respectively. Using a set of
basis functions y a (£) for the subsystem I, one can
consider Q as the matrix of operators acting on q:
m
The classical interpretation of subsystem II consists of the substitution of the operators Fm (which
act on the variables q) by the momentum (p) and
coordinate {q) functions: Fm->Fm{p,
q). These
functions are already known: we actually obtain
the quantum equation (3) on the grounds of the
corresponding classical expression, which is a function depending on the moment a and coordinates
[1]. Hence we shall consider the matrix of functions
instead of the matrix of operators; the numeration
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of the lines and columns of this matrix corresponds
to the numeration of the quantum states of the subsystem I. For such matrixes we shall use the special
notation, Q = Q{p, q):
Qaa'=2Fm{V,q)<f>^r.

(5)

The quantum formula for the average value of
the observable Q is
Q = Spi Spu Q q .
Spi and Spu mean traces, i.e. diagonal sums over
the states of the subsystems I and II, respectively.
Evidently, for the quantum-classical description
one has
Q = Sp j dp dqQ (p, q) p (p,q;t),

(7)

a

Ha. are the operators of the subsystem II, Qo> presents the complete set of the operators [5] for the
subsystem I. The density matrix g(t) can be written
as
e(0 = 2 p « ( < ) £ « .

(8)

a

P a are the time-dependent operators for the subsystem II.
The operators P a ( t ) and H a may be expanded
with the help of the complete set of the operators
Yw for the subsystem II:
P*(t) =

#a=2Ä«<»7«"
co

<u

(9)

c<xco a n d h a 0 ) are the c-numbers. As far as [ Y a , ß a ]
= 0 is concerned, one has
[Ya)Qai,A]

=

[Y(0,[QOL,A]+]
+

[Ya,A]+],

[A,B]+=II2(AB+BA).

i2
2^ ^
a oi
a, a'

ZeMtWtffla.fl«']

<o, at'

•[Ya>, Y ^

+ lQz^z'MYa,,

a

a,a'

+

IV]).

(10)

In (10) it is easy to make the transition to the classical description of the subsystem II. It is known
[1, 6] that the quantum expressions [jPa(<), H<x.']+
and [ P a , # a ' ] correspond to the classical values
P a ( p , g ; t) H<x'[p,q) a n d - i h { P a [ p , q \
t),Ha-(p,q)},
respectively ( { . . . , . . . } is the Poisson bracket).
Thus, if the subsystem II is the classical one, the
equation for the quantum-classical distribution p is
p= i [

9

, H ]

+

j { p , H } - j { H ,

9

} ,

(11)

where
f d A dB

8A

8B\
(12)

p = 2 -Fa(p,?; 042a,
a

H=H(p,q)

=

and we took
- { H a . ' , Pa}-

into

J4H0L(p,q)Q0L,
account

that

{Pa, Ha'} —

III. General Properties of Equation (11)
It is seen directly that, when the classical subsystem II is absent (i.e in (12) all Hy_[p, q) are constant, (11) is the same as the quantum equation (1)
with the quantum Hamiltonian H = H\. If the
quantum subsystem I is absent (in this case H(p, q)
= H(p, q) 1), (11) becomes the well known classical
Liouville equation
e =

{

e

(

1

3

)

= hH(p, q) is the classical Hamiltonian. If both
quantum and classical subsystems are present, but
do not interact with each other (i.e. HH{p,q) =
Hi +
' 1) and are independent initially, then the
solution of (11) is
P ip,q;t)

Therefore, by substituting (8) and (9) in (1) one
obtains
aa>
= 2

2 P « Q* = % 2 ([Ö., £ « ' ] [ P a , # «•]+

(6)

Sp.4 = Spi^4 means the trace of the matrix A, p is
the matrix with the matrix elements Qaa'ip, q\ 0»
this matrix presenting the quantum-classical distribution for the combined system. N o w we have to
obtain some equation of the Liouville type for the
P = P (P> <7! 0 matrix.
Let the quantum Hamiltonian be
H =

Or, using again (9), one has

= pi

(t)e(p,g;t).

pi(<) is the solution of the quantum equation (1)
with H = Hi, and g(p, q\ t) is the solution of the
classical equation (13).
Evidently, (11) is the analogue of the Liouville
equation for the system, consisting of the quantum
and the classical subsystems.
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precision 0 (h2) if the condition

With the help of the identities
SpA[B,C]

=

Sp[A,B]C,

J"dpdq A {B, C} = $dpdq{A,B}C

(14)

it is easy to prove that for the solution of (11) one
has
— Sp jdpdqp(p,q;t)

= 0.

Therefore it is possible to normalize p by the condition
SV$dpdqp(p,q;t)

= l.

(15)

It is seen from (6) and (15) that the diagonal
elements Qaa = Qa (p, q; t) present the density of the
probability to find the system at the time t in the
state xpa of the quantum subsystem and at the
point (p, q) of the phase space of the classical subsystem. The nondiagonal elements Q^ present the
phase relation between the quantum states ipa and
WUsing (11) and (14) one can demonstrate that the
average value of H, calculated by the general expression (6), does not depend on time:
^ H

= -^SVjdpdqH(p,q)p(p,q-,t)

= 0.

therefore
H = const.

(16)

Obviously (16) means the quantum-classical conservation of the energy. Note that

is fulfilled. This condition may be expressed by two
simple unequalities:
Aqp$>h,

p and I are the characteristic momentum and
distance for the change of H. Ap and Aq are the
similar quantities for p. If the distribution is a
quasi-equilibrium, then A q ^ l , A p ^ p , and (17)
reduces to the well known condition for the classical
description [4] of the subsystem II:
h/p^l.

The approximate step in the derivation of (11)
from (1) is the substitution
[ P a (0, Ha']+ -> Pa (p, q t ) Ha< (p, q)
and

But generally (18) is not equivalent to (17). For
example, if the distribution p is of the d-function
type, then the conditions (17) are not valid (Ap =
Aq = 0), while the condition (18) may hold.
Thus, the distribution of the variables p, q must
be smooth enough. That means that the quantumclassical approximation, expressed by (6) and (11),
is valid, if the subsystem II is classical and statistical as well.
Generally the unitary transformation of the
form
Q' = exp (— » S / H ) Q exp (i S/h)
(19)
confuses the variables of the subsystem I and II.
Therefore generally the transformed subsystem II'
is not the classical one and (11) cannot be used in
the new basis.
However, for some special class of ^-operators
the subsystem II' remains the classical one. To
establish this class let us consider
(20)

We suggest that the i? a operators of subsystem II
have the same properties (in the sence of (17) and
(18)) as # a , i.e.
\pS\

>Ä|{p,S}|,

J)} .

Both these substitutions are valid within

the

(21)
a

Then (19) itself can be considered in the quantumclassical approximation.
Indeed, according to (19) the expression for Q'
can be found from the equation
Q' = Qa=I.

q\ t), Hz'ip,

(18)

a

is not conserved as a result of the possible transitions between the quantum states.
(6) and (11) are some sort of approximation to
the corresponding rigorous quantum expressions.
The range of validity of this approximation can be
established as follows:

- ih{P*(p,

(17)

S = h ^ Rix Qol •

Ra = J dp dq (.H)aa pa {p, q; t)

[P«(0>

lApph.

(22)

With (20) and (21) in mind one can obtain the
quantum-classical version of (22) in the same way
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as (11) was obtained from (1). The corresponding
Q' (p, q) value can be obtained with the help of the
equation
9£A

= i[Qx,S]

(?;.=o = Q,

n
+J{QI,S}-J

H ,
{S.

Q' — Qx=i 5

Q,},
(23)

and the conservation of the classical properties of
subsystem II means that (11) is invariant for the
transformation defined by (23).
To demonstrate the invariance of (11) let us
transform its right-hand part

according to (23). Then let us compare the result
with the value
B' = i[9',H']

+j{

9

',H'}-j{H',p'},

H' and p' in this expression are the transformed
(according to (23)) quantities H a n d p, respectively.
The coincidence of A and B' means the invariance
of (11); it takes place if the equations for Ax and
Bx are the same.
Now it is easy to check that the equations for
Ay and By become identical for S = R (p, q) 1 + So,
So=const,
i.e. for the canonical transformation of
subsystem II along with the unitary transformation
of subsystem I [1]. Such a transformation obviously
does not mix the quantum and classical variables.
In the more general case of (20) the equations for
Ax and Bx differ from each other. But if the condition (21) is fulfilled this difference is 0(h2), i.e. of
the same order of magnitude as the precission of
(11) itself. Therefore (11) is invariant within the
limits of its accuracy.
One can conclude, that (20), (21) and (23) define
the class of transformations that conserve the classical properties of subsystem II (subsystem II' is a
classical as subsystem II); (11) remains invariant
under such a transformation. Note that the general
equation (6) is invariant for any transformation
defined by (23); the demonstration of this fact is
equivalent to the demonstration of (16).
IY. The Adiabatic Approximation and the
Perturbation Theory
Within the basis rpa the quantum-classical
Hamiltonian H(p, q) (see (12)) is the matrix with

905

the elements Haa> = Haa' (p, q)- For the moment we
consider p, q as fixed parameters. Then one can
transform H to the diagonal form H' = E. Let us
denote the matrix S for this transformation by
Sad = hS&d, so that E = exp( — iS a d ) Hexp(i5 a ( J ),
Enn' = Endnn'- The matrix Saci is to be found by
the solution of the usual quantum problem (H — E)
ip = 0 for the subsystem I. For this problem p, q are
the parameters, therefore En = En(p,q),
Sad =
S a d (p, q) and the new basis functions cpn are equal to
fpn =

a

2bna(p,q)y>a,

bna (p, q) = (exp {; Sad (P, q)}na •

(24)

Usually for the electron-nuclei system S a d = S a d (q),
cpn is the adiabatic electron wave function, its
dependence on q being essential in the small region
of size I* [3]. The same value I* is the characteristic
length for $ a d, as it is seen from (24). If the electronic state is cpn, then Jt?n = KEn(p, q) is the
classical Hamiltonian for the nuclear motion:
J4?n = K(p)-\- Un{q). K is the kinetic energy, Un
the adiabatic potential.
Now let us use the matrix S a d to transform the
Hamiltonian H according to (23). Neglecting the
terms 0(h 2 ) one finds
H'(p,q)
^nonad

= E(p,q)
% ^
Z

J <u (

0

+
,

V»™*(p>q),
Sad} -

{ S a d , Ex}).

(25)

Ex is the solution for the equation
dEx
—
= i [Ex, S a d ] ,

Ex=o = H.

(26)

If the nonadiabatic interaction P n o n a d can be neglected, that is if
\KTd\

<\En-En.\,

(27)

then (11) separates into independent equations
Qnn' = i[En' ~ En) Qnn'
+ {Qnn',

»n'} 5

h
^Fnn' — J (En + En>).

(28)
(29)

That leads to the obvious result: in pure adiabatic
approximation the motion of the classical subsystem for each quantum state n is controlled by
the Liouville equation
Qn = {Qn,^n}.

(30)
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3/fn =
(p, q) is the classical Hamiltonian, obtained as the 7ith-eigenvalue of the quantum subsystem.
Note that for the electron-nuclei system | F n o n a d |
& v/l* (v is the nuclear velocity) as it is seen from
(25). Therefore in this case (27) can be written in
the form
hv/i* 4 r ,

•f(p",q")Vnno (p',q')

• Gnn[p,q;

(3i)

r is the energy gap between the adiabatic potentials Un and Un>.
The trivial equation (30) describes the classical
motion; any transitions between different adiabatic
states of the quantum subsystem are forbidden.
For small values of the nonadiabatic interaction
pnonad
jg possible to take these transitions into
account by the following procedure, which is the
quantum-classical version of the perturbation
theory:
Consider some basis for the subsystem I (not
necessarily an adiabatic one) in which the Hamiltonian can be written as H= E-\-V\ E is the diagonal matrix and V the small nonsecular perturbation. For V=0 (the zeroth-order approximation)
(11) separates into independent equation (28). We
shall denote by Gnn'(p, q; t; po, qo) the fundamental solution of (28); Gnn' {p, q; 0; p0, ?o) = <5 [p — Po)
'
— go)- For F=(=0, at the right-hand side of (11)
stand the terms *[p, V\ and Ä/2({p, V} — {V, p}).
We shall keep the term i [p, V] only, as it presents
the lowest power of K. Then (11) leads to the set of
equations
Qnn' — i [En' ~ En) Qnn' + {Qnn',
-J- i ^ Vn"n' Qnn" —
n"
n"

and the next iteration produces the diagonal distributions for n=\=no'.
t
t
Qn (P, q ; t) = 2 R e J dt' J dt" J dp' dq'
0
0
• jdp"dq"
Vnon(p",q")

»«'} (32)
Qn"n'-

Suppose that the initial condition corresponds to
the quantum state no (not necessarily an adiabatic
one); the initial classical distribution is / (p, q):
Qnn' {p,q',0) = f {p, q) dnm dn>no.

(33)

For the moment we suggest that / (p, q) is the equilibrium solution of (30) with n = no.
Let us look for the solution of (32) applying the
iteration method. We start with the zeroth-order
values, given by (33). The first iteration creates the
values Qnon{p, q;t) = Q%n<){p, q\ t),

(35)

t — t';

p',q')

•Gnon[p',q'\t'

-t"-,p",q").

(34) and (35) are the quantum-classical analogues
of the perturbation theory expressions for the
density matrix elements in the first nonvanishing
approximation.
Usually one has to calculate only the probability
to find the quantum state n at the moment
t:
(0 = J

Qn (p, q; 0 •

(36)

As far as Gnn is the Green function for the classical
equation (30), one has:
$Gnn{p,q;

t; po, qo)dpdq = 1.

Thus, using (35), from (36) one finds out that
<?non(t) =

2Rejdt'fdt"fdp'dq'

• $ dp" dq" Vnon[p", q")
'f(P",q")Vnno (p',q')

' Gntn(p',

q' \t' — t"; p", q").

(37)

Note that, if f(p, q) is not the steady state solution for (28), then the value of f(p", q") in (34), (35)
=
and (37) must be replaced by the expression
QnoiP"> q"'> O,
Qnlip, q-,t) = jdpodqofipo;

qo)

• Gnono{p,q-, t;p0,

qo).

(38)

In many cases the function
<7n.«(0 = jdpdqjdp'dq'

'

Vnon (p',

q')f(p',q')

Vnno{P,q)Gnon{p,q;t;p',q')

vanishes very rapidly with the time t. Then the
probability to find the state n at the moment t is
proportional to t, 3?non{t) = Wnont, and for the
transition probability per unit time one has
oo

Qnon = - i / d t" j dp" dq" Vnon(p", q")
o
'f(p",<l")Gnon(p,q-,t-t"-,p",q"),

(34)

Wnon=

S9non(t)dt,
— oo

9non(-t)

= 9tn(t).

(39)
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lip=p(po,
qo, t) and q = q(p0, qo, t) are the trajectories for the classical Hamiltonian
(p, q),
then gngn can be expressed as
9non ( 0 = J d p o d g o Vnon (Po,qo)fiPo, qo)

AEnn> = E

n

t
(p, q) exp (i j AEnno (p, q) d t ' ) ,
o
- En'.
(40)

Thus, to obtain Wntn
trajectories
for the

one can use the classical
"middle"
Hamiltonian

non(P> q)- That certainly does not mean that the
classical subsystem moves according to Jfnon(p,
q).
Indeed, in (28) the "middle" Hamiltonian equation
(29) appears in the equation for Q nn '. However, the
nondiagonal element Q nn ' has no analogy at all in
the pure classical theory.
The condition of validity of the perturbation
theory (35), (37) and (39) can be established by the
next step iteration calculation. In case of an a - > a '
transition between the crossing diabatic terms this
condition becomes similar to that known for the
Landau formulae [3]:
hv/i*>r,

r=hHaa>,

(4i)

which is a condition opposite to (31). Therefore,
for small interaction between the diabatic states
(small D the perturbation theory can be used in
the diabatic basis x p a , while for large r it can be
helpful in the adiabatic basis cpn. Because of this
fact one is able to consider some particular transition in the electron-nucleus system both for large
and small interaction within the same Equation

written as
%H=

[K+

U = %(Ua+Ub),

V. Examples and Discussion
In many electron-nucleus problems one can take
into account only two quantum electronic states
("two levels model"). For this model any matrix A
can be expressed by the linear combination of the
2 x 2 unity matrix ao and the Pauli matrixes <7a,
a = l , 2, 3. Usually one considers the Hamiltonian
that in the quantum-classical representation is

+r<j2,

AU =

(42)
l(Ua-Ub),

Ua,b are the diabatic potentials, r is the interaction
between the diabatic states ipa and ipb. We suggest
that the crossing diabatic potentials are the wells
with shifted minima. Then one assumes that the
quasi-equilibrium states a and b are in the vicinity
of these minima. We consider the transition a—^b.
First we shall discuss the case of small interaction,
which is the case of (41) with the perturbation
theory valid in the diabatic basis. To compare our
result with the known quantum one let Ua,b be the
shifted oscillator potentials:
Ua,b = j

J Mj coj* (q} ± ^ J .

(43)

M j are the masses and coj the frequencies of the oscillators, dj are the shifts of the oscillators equilibrium positions for the states a and b.
The unperturbed system is represented by the
diagonal matrix h E = { K - \ - T J ) a o - \ - A U t h e r e fore hEa = K+Ua,
hEb = K+Ub,Eab
= Eba = 0.
The functions pj and qj (see (40)) are
Pi — — Mj (Dj qjt sin o)j t + pjt cos coj t,
qj = qjo cos coj t + (PjJMj ojj) sin a)j t.
The integral in the exponent of (40) is
jAEab(p,q)dt'
o

(11).

Let us also note that for large kinetic energy of
the classical subsystem the trajectories p and q are
practically the same for
Jf n n o and
Therefore from (40) it is seen that for large kinetic
energy (K(p) > AEnn-) (11) leads to the same results
as the trajectory [2] or the half-classical [3] approximations.

U)o0-{-AUO3

=

o

2$AU(q)dt'

j
= 2j

0
{Mj0ijqjtsia0)jt

+ Pj0(dos(Ojt-l)).

(44)

The initial distribution po corresponds to the quasiequilibrium with the potential Ua1
Po = J (<?0 + (Ts) f (p, q) ,
/ = exp

- ^ - j J $ dp dq exp

(45)
j .

B y substituting (44) and (45) in (40) one finds
T2

Er

.[_ (2n/+l) +
iwit

+ üj e~ ].

(«i-|-l)e^
(46)
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ERl = Mj a)j2 6j2l2 is the "reorganisation energy"
for the oscillator j. The average number of phonons
üj is defined by the equation
h(Oj(nj + l ) = T .

(47)

The form of (46) is the same as the known quantum
result [7], but (47) coincides with the quantum
definition of nj for high temperatures only, i.e. for
T j>> hcoj. It is just the condition for the classical
statistical treatment of the oscillators [6]. Therefore one concludes that our result in the region of
its validity (see Sect. I l l ) coincides with the quantum calculation.
For the large reorganisation energy ER = 2
i
%>Tio)j, (46) and (39) lead to the known result [8]:

perturbation theory ((48), r ^ h v / l * ) match well
for the intermediate values of r (i.e. for r p a h v j l * ) .
Thus in this case indeed (11) permits to evaluate
Wab for an arbitrary value of the interaction J1.
According to (49) the exited adiabatic potential
U2 is the well with the minimum near the crossing
of the terms Ua and Ub • The 2 1 transition corresponds to the nonadiabatic desactivation, its rate
is W21. To calculate W21 by the perturbation
theory one has to establish the expression for
jxnonad
u s ül u s trate the latter procedure explicitly.
For the value of S a d, given by (50), the solution
for (26) is
h(E*)11 = K+

U — AU cos A# — rsin

K(Ek)22 = K + U
M^a) 12 =

AU cos Xft -{- rsin

A#,
?,$,

= T cos
— AU sin X#.

(51)

For"k= 1 that gives just (49). B y substituting (51) in
Now let us consider the problem with the same
Hamiltonian (42) in the adiabatic approximation,
i.e. in the case of (31). The eigenvalue of the 2 x 2
matrix equation (42) are
HEi = k

Ui,

HE2 = K+

U2,

E\2 = E21 = 0 ,
Ui(2 = U =F / Z I 7 2 + T 2 ,

(49)

and it is easy to verify that the matrix 5 ac j in (24) is
=

$ = riAU.

(50)

For the diabatic terms in question the adiabatic
potential U\ presents two wells, divided by the
barrier. The transition a-^-b is now the classical
penetration from one well to another. One can calculate Wab within the pure adiabatic approximation, therefore Wab = v exp( — Ea/T), the activation energy EA for r
ER is approximatly the
same as UA in (48), but the preexponential v is different. In the paper [9] it is shown that the values
of v = v ( r ) calculated with the help of (11) in the
adiabatic approximation
hv/l*) and by the
[1] R . Balescu, Equilibrium and Nonequilibrium Statistical Mechanics, J. Wiley & Sons, N e w York 1975.
[2] N . Korst, Teoret. Matem. Physica 6, 265 (1971).
[3] E. Nikitin, Teoria Element. Atomno-Molec. Processov v Gazakh (Khimia, Moscow 1970); The theory of
the Atomic-Molecular Elementary Processes in Gases.
[4] J. Murrell, S. Kettle, and J. Tedder, The Chemical
Bound, J. Wiley & Sons, N e w York 1979.
[5] U . Fano and G. Racach, Irreducible Tensorial Sets,
Academic Press N e w York 1960.

the expression for F n o n a d (see (25)) one finds
Using this expression for the perturbation V in (40)
( f t and q are the trajectories for the potential U)
one can now calculate W21 with the help of (39).
The quantum-classical approach, discussed in
this paper, is presently the only way to analyse
theoretically the elementary processes in liquids
starting with "first principles". The quantum equation (1) is useless for such purposes as there is no
quantum-statistical model for liquids such as those
for solids or gases. At the same time a simple classical consideration is often not satisfactory as one
has to take into account the mutual dependence of
the classical motion of the heavy particles of the
liquid and the quantum motion of the electrons.
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